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Chicken Soup for the Cat Lover's Soul-Jack Canfield 2012-08-07
From playful and hilarious accounts of life with cats to
heartwarming tales of cat courage, healing and learning, each
touching story in Chicken Soup for the Cat Lover's Soul celebrates
the special bond we share with our cats.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: Life Lessons from the Cat-Amy Newmark
2019-05-14 You can’t help but be changed when you have a cat.
They teach us about devotion, loyalty, and the value of living in the
moment. They show us how to appreciate every day, and somehow,
in those deep eyes, we learn about ourselves as well, becoming
better humans. Our feline friends teach us many lessons, from their
days as a kitten to their quiet senior years. Along the way they keep
us company, provide unconditional love, and share in the ups and
downs of our lives. These 101 real-life stories will delight cat lovers
of all kinds. You’ll laugh a lot, tear up at times, and nod your head in
recognition as you read these tales about the wonderful experience
of sharing life with a cat. Part of the proceeds go to support the
work of American Humane, providing a better life for cats
everywhere.
Chicken soup for the soul- 2007
Chicken Soup for the Soul: The Cat Really Did That?-Amy Newmark
2017-08-08 Our cats make us smile every day, but some days they
really outdo themselves! This book is full of those hilarious and
heartwarming stories about the many ways our mischevious feline
friends surprise us, make us laugh, and touch our hearts. With a
focus on rescue cats, these 101 true, personal stories will make you
laugh, nod your head in recognition, and sometimes tear up a little.
Royalties from the book go to American Humane, one of the
organizations that Chicken Soup for the Soul supports in its broad
program to help care for shelter animals and promote adoption.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: My Cat's Life-Jack Canfield 2011-04-12
Chicken Soup for the Soul: My Cat’s Life captures the entire arch of
life with our feline friends. Readers will be moved and uplifted by
these heartwarming, humorous, and inspiring stories. From
kittenhood through the twilight years, our feline companions bring
joy, love, and laughter to their “staff.” Chicken Soup for the Soul:
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My Cat’s Life captures the experience of living through the natural
life cycle with our cats. Stories cover each age and stage with all
the fun, frustrations, special bonds and routines involved, including
special attention to senior cats and grieving.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: What I Learned from the Cat-Jack
Canfield 2011-02-08 Chicken Soup for the Soul: What I Learned
from the Cat will delight readers with humorous, heartwarming, and
inspiring stories about lessons our feline friends and family
members have taught us. Lessons come in all shapes and sizes, like
our feline friends. Cat lovers, both lifelong and reluctant, share their
stories about life, love, and lessons learned from their furry
companions.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: What I Learned from the Dog-Jack
Canfield 2011-02-01 Chicken Soup for the Soul: What I Learned
from the Dog will delight readers with humorous, heartwarming,
and inspiring stories about lessons our canine friends and family
members have taught us. Lessons come in all shapes and sizes, like
our faithful canine friends. Dog lovers share their stories about the
valuable, heartwarming, and often funny, lessons they have learned
from their loyal pets.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: I Can't Believe My Cat Did That!-Jack
Canfield 2012-09-18 Our cats make us smile every day, but
sometimes they really outdo themselves! This book is full of the
hilarious and heartwarming antics of our feline friends that surprise
us and charm us. Chicken Soup for the Soul: I Can't Believe My Cat
Did That! will have readers saying just that as they read these 101
stories about the simple absurdities, funny habits, and crazy antics
of these fascinating felines. Whether humorous or serious, or both,
this book will make readers laugh and warm their hearts.
Chicken Soup for the Cat & Dog Lover's Soul-Jack Canfield
2012-09-25 Chicken Soup for the Pet Lover's Soul spoke directly to
the hearts of all readers whose lives have ever been changed by the
love of a pet. Now the coauthors bring readers this volume,
honoring the unique and enduring love that people share with their
cats and dogs.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: The Cat's Done It Again!-Amy Newmark
2020-04-28 A "Chicken Soup for the Soul Short” containing 20
stories from Chicken Soup for the Soul: The Cat Really Did That?
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Real stories from real people who share the heartwarming and
hilarious antics of their beloved feline friends. That darn cat's done
it again! You’ll recognize your own cat in this entertaining collection
of stories about the surprising, amusing, heartwarming things that
our cats do. A fun read for cat lovers, and a great way to turn a dog
person into a cat person!
Chicken Soup for the Soul: Loving Our Cats-Jack Canfield
2011-03-15 Chicken Soup for the Soul: Loving Our Cats will delight
readers with its heartwarming, amusing, inspirational, and
occasionally tearful stories about our best friends and faithful
companions -- our cats. We are all crazy about our mysterious cats.
Sometimes they are our best friends; sometimes they are aloof.
They are fun to watch and often surprise us. These true stories, the
best from Chicken Soup for the Soul’s library, will make readers
appreciate their own cats and see them with a new eye.
Chicken Soup for the Woman's Soul-Jack Canfield 2012-08-07 This
shining collection brings you inspiration and comfort in special
chapters on marriage, motherhood, aging, bridging the generations,
attitude, self-esteem and higher wisdom. Stories honor the strength
and reveal the beauty of the feminine spirit. Included are incredible
stories from Oprah Winfrey, Leo Buscaglia, Linda Ellerbee, Robert
Fulghum, Kathie Lee Gifford and many others.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: The Cat Really Did That?-Amy Newmark
2017-08-08 Our cats make us smile every day, but some days they
really outdo themselves! This book is full of those hilarious and
heartwarming stories about the many ways our mischevious feline
friends surprise us, make us laugh, and touch our hearts. With a
focus on rescue cats, these 101 true, personal stories will make you
laugh, nod your head in recognition, and sometimes tear up a little.
Royalties from the book go to American Humane, one of the
organizations that Chicken Soup for the Soul supports in its broad
program to help care for shelter animals and promote adoption.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: The Magic of Cats-Amy Newmark
2020-07-07 You'll recognize your own cat in this entertaining
collection of stories about the surprising, amusing, heartwarming,
and even magical things that our cats do. They come in all shapes,
sizes, and personalities, but one thing is for sure - our cats are
magical, beloved members of our families. These 101 heartwarming,
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humorous and completely true stories about our feline friends are
sure to touch every cat lover's soul. You'll be left with a renewed
love, affection and appreciation for your cat and all the magical
moments she provides. And royalties from the book will support the
nation's oldest animal welfare organization, American Humane.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: The Cat Did What?-Amy Newmark
2014-08-19 Our cats make us smile every day with their crazy antics
and acts of love. This book is full of hilarious and heartwarming
stories about our feline friends that surprise us and charm us.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: The Cat Did What? will have you saying
just that, as you read these 101 amazing stories about the
absurdities, mischief, miracles, and magic our cats bring to our
lives. Whether humorous or serious, or both, these stories will make
you laugh and warm your heart.
Chicken Soup for the Soul Celebrates Cats and the People Who Love
Them-Jack Canfield 2012-10-02 From the impishness of kittens, to
the regal mystery of adult cats, our feline companions never cease
to captivate our hearts and imagination. This wonderful volume
celebrates the moments we share with our feline friends—those
both tender and amusing. It reminds us of the unique idiosyncrasies
that keep us in their thrall: their independence and their affection,
their mystique, their playfulness and, yes, even their disdain. Deep
down, all cat lovers know that the animals they love are great big
lions in disguise. This romantic notion is captured in the
photographs, stories, poems and witticisms that grace these pages.
A Taste of Chicken Soup for the Cat Lover's Soul-Jack Canfield 2013
Abridgment of Chicken soup for the cat lover's soul, published 2005.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: My Very Good, Very Bad Cat-Amy
Newmark 2016-02-09 Sometimes you can choose your family… by
choosing to love a cat! But just because they’re animals it doesn't
mean they won't be as complex and individual as anyone else
around. Our cats can be so good, and then they can be not-so-good,
but boy do they give us great stories! This collection of 101 funny,
heartwarming, and sometimes mindboggling stories is all about all
the very good, very bad, simply amazing things our cats do. They
come in all shapes, sizes, and personalities. From silly to
sophisticated, from impish to affectionate, and everywhere in
between, our cats are important and beloved members of our
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families. Chicken Soup for the Soul: My Very Good, Very Bad Cat
will have readers of all breeds laughing, commiserating, and maybe
even shedding a tear. These 101 heartwarming, humorous and
completely true stories about our feline friends are sure to touch
every cat lover's soul. Perfect for every cat’s person.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: The Cancer Book-Jack Canfield
2011-02-22 Chicken Soup for the Soul: The Cancer Book delivers
101 powerful stories of courage, hope, support, and love to help
cancer patients and their families. A bonus memoir by a cancer
patient bound in, with intimate and helpful words of advice. A
support group you can hold in your hand, this loving and
inspirational collection of intimate stories, by cancer patients and
their loved ones, medical professionals, clergy and friends, is a
must-read for anyone affected by cancer. Writers share all their
experiences – from the initial diagnosis, to breaking the news to
loved ones, to discussing the effect on home, school and work, from
securing a medical team to living through an ever changing selfimage, from the embarrassment of losing hair to discovering a new
spirituality. A bonus book, a no-holds-barred memoir by cancer
patient Elizabeth Bayer, is bound into this volume, after the fulllength Chicken Soup for the Soul book.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: Inspiration for Nurses-Amy Newmark
2015-07-21 Becoming a nurse is a calling—it’s a tough job but a
rewarding one. This collection of 101 heartwarming stories will
encourage, inspire, and reassure you that your patients and their
families appreciate your compassionate service. Every nurse can
use a little pick-me-up these days, and this collection of personal
stories will remind you why you became a nurse. All types of nurses
share their experiences, their emotions, and even some great tips
that will help you make a difference in the lives of patients and their
families.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: My Dog's Life-Jack Canfield 2011-04-12
Chicken Soup for the Soul: My Dog’s Life honors all the memorable
ages and stages of our lovable canine’s lives. Readers will laugh,
cry, nod along with these heartwarming and inspiring stories. It’s a
dog’s life. From puppyhood antics to the twilight years and saying
goodbye, Chicken Soup for the Soul: My Dog’s Life captures the
entire experience of living through the natural life cycle with our
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dogs, with special attention to senior dogs and grieving. All dog
lovers will laugh, cry, and recognize themselves and their furry
friends in these heartwarming and inspiring stories.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: Life Lessons from the Dog-Amy
Newmark 2019-04-09 We learn so much from our canine
companions, and along the way they keep us company, provide
unconditional love, and share in the ups and downs of our lives.
What do we learn from our dogs? Everything. Our dogs make us
better people. If we rescued them, they rescue us back. If we’re sad,
they comfort us. If we need to have more fun, they show us how.
They are our protectors, our role models, and our best friends.
You’ll laugh a lot, tear up at times, and nod your head in recognition
as you read these tales about the wonderful experience of sharing
life with a dog. Life lessons from our dogs come in many forms,
from the hilarious to the heroic. You’ll enjoy a wide variety in these
101 entertaining stories.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: Dreams and the Unexplainable-Amy
Newmark 2017-09-26 Learn how to use your dreams, premonitions,
and intuition to change your life— by listening to your own inner
guidance and letting it lead the way. This enlightening collection is
filled with true, personal stories from ordinary people whose
dreams, premonitions, and intuition tapped into the extraordinary
wisdom they already had within them. You’ll read stories that will
show you how to: Use your dreams as your own GPS for navigating
life Find love and your soul mate Face your fears and overcome
them Pay attention to that little voice in your head Let your dreams
help you diagnose medical problems Act on your premonitions
Improve your relationships by trusting your dreams Restore your
faith in miracles through amazing coincidences and synchronicities
Chicken Soup, Chicken Soup-Pamela Mayer 2017-08-01 Kar-Ben
Read-Aloud eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and
text highlighting to bring eBooks to life! Two grandmas. Two
delicious recipes. And one granddaughter caught in the middle!
Sophie loves Bubbe's Jewish chicken soup, made with kreplach. She
also loves Nai Nai's Chinese chicken soup, with wonton. But don't
tell Bubbe and Nai Nai that their soups are the same! Can Sophie
bring her whole family together for a warm and tasty surprise?
Chicken Soup for the Soul: Step Outside Your Comfort Zone-Amy
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Newmark 2017-10-31 Stepping outside your comfort zone is one of
the best ways to feel younger, happier, and more confident. These
101 stories will inspire you to try new things, overcome your fears
and broaden your world. When we try new things, we end up feeling
energized and pleased with ourselves. There is tremendous power
in saying "yes" to new things, new places, and new experiences. The
authors of these stories explain how they did it and how good it
made them feel, whether it was something as simple as trying a new
food or something as life changing as starting a new career. You’ll
be ready to shake up your own life after you read about their
experiences.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: The Miracle of Love-Amy Newmark
2018-06-05 Chicken Soup for the Soul: The Miracle of Love will
warm the heart and lift the spirit of any reader who is looking for, or
has found, the miracle of love. Stories of dating, romance, love and
marriage, with all their ups and downs, will encourage, inspire and
amuse readers. Everyone loves a good love story. And we all enjoy
stories about how the love started and blossomed. This fun new
book about dating, romance, love, and marriage will make you laugh
and make you cry, and is guaranteed to inspire you to renew that
search for your soul mate or open your heart a little more to the one
you already have. It’s never too late for love at any age. Read about
how couples met, when "they knew," proposals, maintaining the
relationship, second chances, and all the other facets of the miracle
that is love.
Chicken Soup for the Golden Soul-Jack Canfield 2012-09-11 This
collection offers readers loving insights and wisdom--all centering
on the prime of life. Contributors to this volume include Erma
Bombeck, Ruth Stafford Peale, Tom Landry, Florence Littauer, Roy
Rogers and Max Lucado.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: Running for Good-Amy Newmark
2019-06-04 Whether you want to get moving, or keep moving, you
need inspiration. Novice walkers and seasoned runners alike will
find that inspiration, and so much more, in these stories written by
those who know that the toughest step to take in any walk or run is
the first. Beginning an athletic pursuit like running or walking for
fitness takes a good deal of motivation, determination, and
inspiration, all of which can be found in these 101 real-life stories.
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Written by people who took that all-important, and elusive, first
step, these stories will not only help readers get off the couch and
get moving, but they’ll inspire even the most seasoned of athletes to
keep moving. Coauthored by the famous ultramarathoner Dean
Karnazes, who brings his own advice to readers, as well as stories
from some of the best-known runners in the world.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: The Forgiveness Fix-Amy Newmark
2019-11-05 Look beyond the hurt and use the power of forgiveness
to move forward. Forgiveness is one of the best tools we have at our
disposal to create a better life for ourselves. Leave that baggage
behind as you put the past in the past— where it belongs!
Forgiveness is an amazing tool—it can transform your life in just
one second if you decide that you want to use its power. There’s a
reason we refer to anger, resentment, and disappointment as
“baggage.” We carry it everywhere we go. We’d like nothing more
than to drop it on the side of the road and forget about it. But how
do we do that? How do we process the past and then leave it
behind? These 101 revealing true stories show you how. Learn how
to manage your hurt with or without an apology and focus on what’s
really important. Read about marriages being strengthened,
families getting back together, grown children coming to
understand their parents, and people overcoming the worst
transgressions—even crimes. These men and women walked
forward light and free, and you can, too—onto the bright, warm,
welcoming road ahead. And, because no one’s perfect, you’ll also
learn how to apologize if you’re the one in the wrong... and how to
use the power of self-forgiveness to find peace and happiness.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: The Power of Positive-Jack Canfield
2012-10-23 Attitude is everything. And this book will uplift and
inspire readers with its stories about the power of positive thinking!
In bad times, and good, readers will be encouraged to keep a
positive attitude. Chicken Soup for the Soul: The Power of Positive
will inspire readers with its 101 success stories about the power of
a positive attitude. Contributors share how they changed their lives,
solved problems, or overcame challenges through a positive
attitude, counting their blessings, or other epiphanies, motivating
and uplifting readers.
Xin Ling Ji Tang- 2004
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Chicken Soup for the Soul: Say Goodbye to Stress-Dr. Jeff Brown
2012-05-22 Full of inspiring stories and valuable medical
information, Chicken Soup for the Soul: Say Goodbye to Stress! will
help readers manage their stress, no matter where their stress
comes from. Everyone feels stressed out at some point in their lives.
Many have trouble getting their stress under control and want help.
This book, combining inspirational Chicken Soup for the Soul stories
written just for this book and accessible leading-edge medical
advice from expert clinical psychologist and Harvard Medical
School instructor Dr. Jeffrey Brown, will encourage, support, and
help stressed out readers.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: Think, Act, & Be Happy-Amy Newmark
2018-09-25 Noted psychotherapist Dr. Mike Dow uses Chicken Soup
for the Soul stories to show you how to be your own therapist. He
addresses the key issues that most of his patients have and clearly
explains how you can use the same techniques he uses with patients
to solve your problems at home. This combination of personal
stories, clear explanations, and fun journal entries you write
yourself will inspire you and help you work on the problem areas in
your life. Cognitive Behavioral Therapy. It’s a term that sounds
daunting and intimidating, but as Dr. Mike Dow explains in this
insightful book, it’s a therapy that is quite practical and easy to use.
In fact, you can teach it to yourself. By reading these stories from
real people who overcame their own challenges, and by following
the common-sense steps explained by Dr. Dow, you’ll be empowered
to train your brain to become your own therapist, and learn to think,
act, and be happy, for real.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: Be The Best You Can Be-Amy Newmark
2015-03-24 Self-esteem, tolerance, values, and inner strength –
these are gifts that will last children a lifetime. This book is filled
with inspirational stories for children and their families to share, all
about kids making good decisions, doing the right thing, and being
kind. This collection shows kids positive role models to follow in its
stories about making good choices, having confidence, and doing
the right thing. Parents and grandparents will enjoy discussing the
stories with children, making it a family event. Great for teachers to
share with students, too. This book harnesses the power of
storytelling to inspire and teach kids, while also entertaining them.
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Key issues such as bullying, tolerance, and values are addressed in
stories selected from Chicken Soup for the Soul’s vast library and
represent the best on these topics from the company’s 22-year
history. This book is a joint project of Chicken Soup for the Soul and
The Boniuk Foundation, which are working together to promote
tolerance, respect, and compassion, inspiring young people and
adults to embrace their differences, reject stereotypes, and make
good choices. It’s part of a larger effort that includes additional
books for teens, college students, parents, and grandparents, as
well as a family television show every Saturday morning starting in
October.
Chicken Soup for the Cancer Survivor's Soul-Jack Canfield
2012-08-28 More than 100 cancer survivors share their personal
stories in this touching collection of Chicken Soup. These
heartwarming accounts of courageous people who found the power
to battle cancer in their endless hope, unwavering faith, and
steadfast determination will inspire you to adopt a positive attitude,
discover your faith, and cherish every moment. Just what the doctor
ordered for healing your body, mind, and soul.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: Miracles and More-Amy Newmark
2018-02-06 Miracles, answered prayers, cases of divine
intervention—they happen every day—strengthening our faith,
giving us hope, and proving that good things do happen to good
people! Miracles are all around us—we just have to look to see
them. These powerful stories will deepen your faith and show you
that good things do happen to good people. From guardian angels
to divine messengers, from miraculous healing to messages from
heaven, from mysterious dreams that come true to divine
coincidence, you’ll be in awe as you read these 101 stories of true
wonder and inspiration. These stories are written by real
people—ordinary people who have had extraordinary
experiences—who are just as surprised that these things happened
to them as we are to read about them.
Dewey-Vicki Myron 2008-09-24 Experience the uplifting,
"unforgettable" New York Times bestseller about an abandoned
kitten named Dewey, whose life in a library won over a farming
town and the world--with over 2 million copies sold! (Booklist)
Dewey's story starts in the worst possible way. On the coldest night
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of the year in Spencer, Iowa, at only a few weeks old--a critical age
for kittens--he was stuffed into the return book slot of the Spencer
Public Library. He was found the next morning by library director
Vicki Myron, a single mother who had survived the loss of her family
farm, a breast cancer scare, and an alcoholic husband. Dewey won
her heart, and the hearts of the staff, by pulling himself up and
hobbling on frostbitten feet to nudge each of them in a gesture of
thanks and love. For the next nineteen years, he never stopped
charming the people of Spencer with his enthusiasm, warmth,
humility (for a cat), and, above all, his sixth sense about who needed
him most. As his fame grew from town to town, then state to state
and finally, amazingly, worldwide, Dewey became more than just a
friend; he became a source of pride for an extraordinary Heartland
farming community slowly working its way back from the greatest
crisis in its long history.
Chicken Soup for the Kid's Soul 2-Jack Canfield 2012-08-14 This
book, designed for kids ages 6-10, features true, character-building
stories for kids to enjoy alone or with their parents.
Chicken Soup for the Breast Cancer Survivor's Soul-Jack Canfield
2012-08-07 Along with the shock, fear and loss many women face
upon a breast cancer diagnosis comes unexpected strength,
wisdom, and strong networks of sharing, support and healing. In
Chicken Soup for the Breast Cancer Survivor's Soul, survivors and
their family members talk openly about how difficult their fight with
breast cancer has been and how they made it through the dark
times with a belief in a higher power and the support of those
closest to them.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: Simply Happy-Amy Newmark
2016-10-04 Amy Newmark shares what she’s learned from editing
and writing more than 100 Chicken Soup for the Soul books. This
irreverent and insightful look at the human experience provides a
road map to a happy, productive life. Recovering cynic Amy
Newmark was a crusader for truth on Wall Street, exposing
companies that were defrauding investors, but the main emotions
she wrote about were fear and greed. But now she and her family
own Chicken Soup for the Soul and her life is very different. Amy’s
journey from Wall Street to Main Street has changed her in ways
she never anticipated. Now, as author and editor-in-chief of Chicken
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Soup for the Soul, she covers the whole range of human emotions
and finds herself a much more positive and productive person. Still
a maverick with an irreverent sense of humor and a penchant for
self-deprecating stories about herself and her family, she also
synthesizes everything she has learned from reading and editing
tens of thousands of Chicken Soup for the Soul stories, and presents
her findings to readers. A keen observer on parenting, love and
marriage, positive thinking, working, and relationships, she shares
her wisdom, her humor, and her advice in this wide-ranging book,
filled with real-life stories and no nonsense, practical tips that
readers can actually implement to improve their own lives.
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